Dear SNRS Members,

If you like to write and edit, this position may be for you!

If you aspire to become a journal editor someday, this opportunity would be an excellent experience!

If you enjoy working with people, this may be a great position for you!

The general purpose of the Southern Connections newsletter is:

1. To inform the SNRS membership of important society related events, dates, and deadlines.
2. To inform the membership about the SNRS annual conference.
3. To publish the names of SNRS award recipients and their messages to the membership.
4. To report the activities of the RIGs as submitted by their leaders and members.
5. To print in selected issues a Research Exchange Column written by a senior researcher.

Some of the duties of the associate editor, in partnership with the editor, will be to:
• Work with the Student Network Representative for newsletter content, especially material for the Student Spotlight
• Work on content for the Senior Researcher Spotlight and the Research Interest Group Corner
• Send out email requests for newsletter content to members of the board, RIG representatives, and other SNRS members
• Report on the Annual Conference
• To print in selected issues a Senior Research Spotlight column

This is a **volunteer** position with a term of two years, commencing in 2018. If you would like to be considered for this position, please send a copy of your CV and a letter of interest to Rasheeta Chandler, Chair, Communications Committee (**r.d.chandler@emory.edu**).